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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a disk image
acquiring device, and in particular relates to a disk image
acquiring device which takes an image of a pattern
formed on a surface or a back surface of a disk to acquire
a taken image. More specifically, the present invention
relates to a disk image acquiring device which can also
acquire images regarding a plurality of kinds of disks hav-
ing different diameters easily and securely.
[0002] Also, the present invention relates to a disk sort-
ing device, and in particular relates to a disk sorting de-
vice which takes an image of a pattern formed on a sur-
face or a back surface of a disk to acquire a taken image,
compares the taken image with a reference image to dis-
criminate authenticity of the disk, and sorts the disk based
upon the discrimination result. More specifically, the
present invention relates to a disk sorting device which
can acquire images regarding a plurality of kinds of disks
having different diameters easily and securely to sort the
disks.
[0003] Incidentally, the disk in this specification has a
concept including a coin which is currency, and a medal
or a token used in a game machine.

2. Description of Related Art

[0004] A device which takes an image of a pattern
formed on a surface or a back surface (hereinafter, called
"disk surface") of a disk such as a coin or a medal by an
image sensor to make discrimination about authenticity
or denomination using the taken image is conventionally
proposed, where in particular when an image of a moving
disk is taken, such a fact that the disk has arrived at an
image-taking position is detected by a timing sensor and
an image of the disk is taken based upon a detection
output of the timing sensor.
[0005] In JP 2001344631, for example, a coin discrim-
inating device which, when a first sensor arranged on an
upstream side of an image-taking position in a moving
direction of a coin, starts an image-taking operation of
an image sensor in advance before a coin arrives at the
image-taking position and has detected passage of the
coin, and performs irradiation of illumination in a short
time to acquire a taken image of a coin surface by the
image sensor when a second sensor has detected arrival
of the coin at the image-taking position is disclosed.
[0006] In JP 2002358551, a coin discriminating device
which detects arrival of a leading end of a coin by a coin
detecting sensor arranged on a downstream side of an
image-taking position in a moving direction of the coin
and irradiates a surface of the coin with light in synchro-
nism with detection of the coin detecting sensor to acquire
an image of the coin including an outer periphery of the

coin by an image sensor is disclosed.
[0007] In JP 2007241701, a coin image identifying de-
vice which detects that light emitted from a light emitting
element has been blocked by arrival of a coin by a light
receiving element to notify a coin arrival time of an image-
taking timing determining means, where the image-tak-
ing timing determining means calculates an image-taking
timing from the coin arrival time, and an image-taking
position of the coin and a coin transportation velocity,
and a control part instructs an image-taking means to
take an image of the coin at a predetermined position at
the image-taking timing is disclosed.
[0008] In JP 3115505B, a work image-identifying de-
vice where a plurality of coin position detectors is ar-
ranged at different positions on an upstream side in a
coin transport direction and the plurality of coin position
detectors are actuated selectively in response to a size
of a coin is disclosed.

[Prior Art Documents]

[Patent Documents]

[0009]

[Patent Document 1] Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application Publication No. 2001-344631 (Fig. 1 and
Paragraphs 0019 to 0031)
[Patent Document 2] Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application Publication No. 2002-358551 (Fig. 1 and
Paragraphs 0023 to 0027)
[Patent Document 3] Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application Publication No. 2007-241701 (Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2, and Paragraph 0015)
[Patent Document 4] Japanese Patent No. 3115505
(Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, and Paragraphs 0008 to 0016)

[0010] Now, there is a plurality of kinds of disks having
different diameters, such as coins or medals, and a disk
image acquiring device which acquires a taken image of
a pattern formed on a disk surface is required to acquire
a taken image including a whole pattern of a disk surface
even regarding a disk having a different diameter. This
is because discrimination accuracy lowers if a portion of
an image of the pattern is not taken.
[0011] In the coin discriminating device described in
the above JP 2001344631, there is not any consideration
about handling of a coin having a different diameter,
where when a diameter of a coin is different, a center
position of the coin in an image-taking region is shifted
to an upstream side in a moving direction of the coin.
Therefore, if an image-taking region is set so as to con-
form to a small-diameter coin, a pattern of a large-diam-
eter coin having a large shift amount goes over the image-
taking region. In other words, there is such a problem
that a diameter range of a coin which can be discriminat-
ed is small. On the other hand, when the image-taking
region is expanded so as to conform to the large-diameter
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coin, there is such a problem that the image sensor or
an illumination device becomes large in size, which re-
sults in cost increase and increase in size of the whole
device. Though use of a lens having a wide field angle
does not require increase in size of the image sensor,
increase in size of the illumination device is unavoidable.
Further, since the center position varies according to the
diameter of the coin, there is also such a problem that
because a general method as detecting an outer periph-
ery of a coin to obtain the center position of the coin is
applied when the center position of the coin constituting
a reference for image discrimination is obtained, a
processing time required for image discrimination be-
comes long.
[0012] In the case of the coin discriminating device de-
scribed in JP 20022358551, though coins different in di-
ameter are assumed, a device imaging a peripheral edge
portion of a coin surface is proposed, where there is not
any consideration about the case that an image of a
whole pattern of a coin surface is acquired. And, since a
distal end of the coin is detected by the coin detecting
sensor, the center position of the coin in the image-taking
region is shifted to an upstream side of the coin in the
moving direction of the coin when the diameter of the
coin varies. Therefore, there is a problem similar to that
in the coin discriminating device described in
JP2001344631.
[0013] In the coin image identifying device described
in JP2007241701, since the image-taking timing is cal-
culated from the image-taking position of the coin and
the coin transportation velocity, an error occurs easily
regarding the image-taking time, so that deviation occurs
regarding the center position of the coin to the image-
taking region. Therefore, since it is necessary to set the
image-taking region large in anticipation of a size corre-
sponding to the error, there is such a problem that the
image sensor or the illumination device becomes large
in size, which results in cost increase and increase in
size of the whole device. Further, since deviation of the
center position of the coin occurs, there is also such a
problem that because such a general method as detect-
ing an outer periphery of a coin to obtain the center po-
sition is applied like the cases described in JP
2001344631 and the JP 2002358551 when the center
position of the coin constituting a reference for image
discrimination is obtained, a processing time required for
image discrimination becomes long.
[0014] In the work image-identifying device described
in JP 3115505B, since the plurality of coin position de-
tectors corresponding to diameters of coins are required,
there is such a problem as increase in cost. Further, since
positions and optical axes of the plurality of coin position
detectors must be adjusted, there is such a problem that
adjusting work becomes complicated.
[0015] Document JP2013080360 A discloses a coin
discrimination device, wherein a guide drives a coin by
gravity above an imaging window, whose baseline is ori-
ented perpendicularly to the coin moving direction inside

the guide, and operates based on a timing sensor de-
tecting the coin lateral surface, wherein the timing sensor
axis is normal to the imaging window plane.
[0016] Document JP2007233813 A discloses a coin
discrimination device, wherein a guide drives a coin by
gravity above an imaging window, whose baseline is ori-
ented at 45 degrees with respect to the coin moving di-
rection inside the guide, and operates based on detecting
a the advancing direction the coin inside the guide, for
detecting string/jig fraud.
[0017] Document JPH1091837 A discloses a coin dis-
crimination device, wherein a guide drives a coin by grav-
ity above an imaging window, whose baseline is oriented
at 45 degrees with respect to the coin moving direction
inside the guide, for achieving image blur reduction.
[0018] Document EP2390848 A1 discloses a coin dis-
crimination device, wherein a guide drives a coin by grav-
ity above an imaging window, whose baseline is oriented
perpendicularly to the coin moving direction inside the
guide, and operates based on a timing sensor detecting
the coin lateral surface, wherein the timing sensor axis
is normal to the imaging window plane.
[0019] Document EP2506224 A1 discloses a coin dis-
crimination device, wherein a belt drives a coin along a
guide above an imaging window, whose baseline is par-
allel to the coin moving direction inside the guide, and
operates based on a timing sensor detecting the coin
lateral surface, wherein the timing sensor detection axis
is normal to imaging window.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0020] The present invention is defined in the append-
ed independent claim to which reference should be
made. Advantageous features are set out in the append-
ed dependent claims. The present invention has been
made in view of the above-described conventional tech-
nologies, and an object thereof is to provide a disk image
acquiring device which can acquire taken images of
whole patterns formed on disk surfaces of a plurality of
kinds of disks having different diameters easily and se-
curely.
[0021] Another object of the present invention is to pro-
vide a disk image acquiring device which can expand a
diameter range of a disk which can be discriminated.
[0022] Still another object of the present invention is
to provide a disk image acquiring device which can be
made small in size even if a diameter range of a disk
which can be discriminated is expanded.
[0023] Still another object of the present invention is
to provide a disk image acquiring device which has a
wide diameter range of a disk which can be discriminated
and can be realized at a low price and easily.
[0024] Still another object of the present invention is
to provide a disk sorting device which can sort a plurality
of kinds of disks having different diameters easily and
securely.
[0025] Still another object of the present invention is
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to provide a disk sorting device which can expand a di-
ameter range of a disk which can be sorted.
[0026] Still another object of the present invention is
to provide a disk sorting device which can be made small
in size even if a diameter range of a disk which can be
sorted is expanded.
[0027] Still another object of the present invention is
to provide a disk sorting device which has a wide diameter
range of a disk which can be discriminated and can be
realized at a low price and easily.
[0028] Still another object of the present invention is
to provide a disk sorting device which can shorten a
processing time required for sorting.
[0029] Other objects of the present invention which
have not been described herein clearly will become ap-
parent from the following explanation and the accompa-
nying drawings.
[0030] To achieve the above objects, the disk image
acquiring device and the disk sorting device according
to the present invention are configured as follows.

(1) A disk image acquiring device of the present in-
vention is a disk image acquiring device which in-
cludes a guide for guiding a peripheral surface of a
disk moving in a predetermined direction along a pre-
determined guide line, an imaging window arranged
approximately in parallel with one surface of the disk
guided by the guide and defining an image-taking
region on the one surface of the disk, a timing sensor
to take images having a detection axis traversing a
moving direction of the disk guided by the guide and
outputting a timing signal as arrival of the disk at a
predetermined position on the imaging window when
the peripheral surface of the disk has been detected
on the detection axis, and an imaging device which
takes an image of the one surface of the disk via the
imaging window based upon the timing signal out-
putted from the timing sensor to take images, where-
in a bisector of an angle between the guide line and
the detection axis as viewed from a direction orthog-
onal to the imaging window is utilized as a base line,
and the imaging window is extended along the base
line.

[0031] In the disk image acquiring device of the present
invention, a disk is moved in the predetermined direction,
and the disk is detected as arrival of the disk has arrived
at the predetermined position when a peripheral surface
of the disk has been positioned on the detection axis of
the timing sensor to take images. Therefore, when the
disk has arrived at the predetermined position on the im-
aging window, the peripheral surface of the disk is posi-
tioned on the detection axis regardless of the diameter
of the disk. On the other hand, since the peripheral sur-
face of the disk is guided along the guide line by the
guide, when the disk has arrived at the imaging window,
the peripheral surface of the disk is positioned on the
guide line. That is, the outer periphery of the disk be-

comes contact with the detection axis and the guide line.
This means that the center of the disk is positioned on
the bisector between the guide line and the detection axis
as viewed from the direction orthogonal to the imaging
window. Therefore, by utilizing the bisector as the base
line to extend the imaging window along the base line,
even in the case of a disk having a different diameter, it
is made possible to take an image of a whole pattern
formed on one surface of the disk easily and securely.
In other words, since a diameter range of a disk where
an image of the whole pattern can be taken can be ex-
panded, a diameter range of the disk which can be dis-
criminated is expanded. In addition, regarding a direction
orthogonal to the base line as viewed from the direction
orthogonal to the imaging window, since a width of the
imaging window can be set without considering the
movement of the center position even in the case of a
disk having a different diameter, the device can be made
small in size. Since a plurality of timing sensors to take
images is not required, cost is decreased, complicated
adjustment is not required, and easy realization can be
achieved.
[0032] Incidentally, the "detection axis" in the present
invention means an axial line serving as a reference when
a detected object is detected. In other words, when the
detected object is positioned on the axial line, the detect-
ed object is detected. Furthermore, the "angle between
the base line and the detection axis of the timing sensor"
means an angle formed between the base line and the
detection axis of the timing sensor so as to sandwich the
disk when the disk is positioned on an upstream side in
the moving direction of the disk regarding the detection
axis of the timing sensor.

(2) Regarding a preferred example of the disk image
acquiring device according to the present invention,
in the disk image acquiring device described in the
above item (1), the shape of the imaging window is
a rectangle having long sides and short sides, and
the long sides of the rectangle are approximately par-
allel with the base line. In this case, an effective im-
aging area of the imaging device generally has a
rectangle, and there is such a merit that utilization
efficiency of the imaging area of the imaging device
is improved by forming the imaging window in a rec-
tangle corresponding to the imaging area.
(3) Regarding another example of the disk image
acquiring device according to the present invention,
in the disk image acquiring device described in the
above item (2), the imaging window is approximately
symmetrical about the base line as viewed from the
direction orthogonal to the imaging window. In this
case, if a time difference from detection of the disk
performed by the timing sensor to take images up to
image-taking of the disk performed by the imaging
device falls within a substantially negligible range,
there is such a merit that, since the center of the disk
is disposed at the center of the imaging window in a
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direction of the short side of the rectangle, an image
of the whole pattern can be taken further efficiently.
(4) Regarding another example of the disk image
acquiring device according to the present invention,
in the disk image acquiring devices described in the
above item (3), the timing sensor to take images
comprises a photoelectric sensor, and a light axis of
the photoelectric sensor forms the detection axis. In
this case, since the disk is detected by light with high
directionality and linearity, there is a merit that de-
tection accuracy is elevated.
(5) Regarding a preferred example of the disk image
acquiring device according to the present invention,
in the disk image acquiring devices described in the
above items (1) to (4), the imaging device comprises
a surface floodlight arranged in parallel to the imag-
ing window and projecting diffusion light toward the
imaging window, a half mirror disposed between the
surface floodlight and the imaging window and al-
lowing transmission of diffusion light from the surface
floodlight toward the imaging window and reflecting
reflected light from the disk opposed to the imaging
window toward a direction parallel to the imaging
window, and an area image sensor receiving reflect-
ed light from the half mirror to take an image of the
one surface of the disk opposed to the imaging win-
dow. In this case, even if a rotation phase of the disk
is different, there is such a merit that image-taking
with less influence of a shadow becomes possible.
(6) A disk sorting device according to the present
invention is a disk sorting device which includes a
guide for guiding a peripheral surface of a disk mov-
ing in a predetermined direction along a predeter-
mined guide line, an imaging window arranged ap-
proximately in parallel with one surface of the disk
guided by the guide and defining an image-taking
region on the one surface of the disk, an timing sen-
sor to take images having a detection axis traversing
a moving direction of the disk guided by the guide
and outputting a timing signal as arrival of the disk
at a predetermined position on the imaging window
when the peripheral surface of the disk has been
detected on the detection axis, an imaging device
which take an image of the one surface of the disk
via the imaging window based upon the timing signal
outputted from the timing sensor to take images, a
discriminating device which compares a taken image
acquired by the imaging device with a predetermined
reference image to make judgement about authen-
ticity of the disk, and a sorting device which sorts the
disk into truth or false based upon the discrimination
result obtained by the discriminating device, wherein
a bisector of an angle between the guide line and
the detection axis as viewed from a direction orthog-
onal to the imaging window is utilized as a base line,
and the imaging window is extended along the base
line.

[0033] In the disk sorting device according to the
present invention, a disk is moved in the predetermined
direction, and the disk is detected as arrival of the disk
at the predetermined position on the imaging window
when a peripheral surface of the disk has been positioned
on the detection axis of the timing sensor to take images.
Therefore, when the disk has arrived at the predeter-
mined position on the imaging window, the peripheral
surface of the disk is positioned on the detection axis
regardless of the diameter of the disk. On the other hand,
since the peripheral surface of the disk is guided along
the guide line by the guide, when the disk has arrived at
the imaging window, the peripheral surface of the disk is
positioned on the guide line. That is, the outer periphery
of the disk becomes contact with the detection axis and
the guide line. This means that the center of the disk is
positioned on the bisector between the guide line and
the detection axis as viewed from the direction orthogonal
to the imaging window. Therefore, by utilizing the bisector
as the base line to extend the imaging window along the
base line, even in the case of a disk having a different
diameter, it is made possible to take an image of a whole
pattern formed on one surface of the disk easily and se-
curely, and easy and secure sorting is eventually made
possible. In other words, since a diameter range of a disk
where an image of the whole pattern can be taken can
be expanded, a diameter range of a disk which can be
discriminated is expanded. In addition, regarding a direc-
tion orthogonal to the base line as viewed from the direc-
tion orthogonal to the imaging window, since a width of
the imaging window can be set without considering the
movement of the center position even in the case of the
disk having a different diameter, the device can be made
small in size. Since a plurality of timing sensors to take
images is not required, cost is decreased, complicated
adjustment is not required, and easy realization can be
achieved. Furthermore, when the center position of the
disk serving as the reference for image discrimination is
obtained, the center position is positioned on the bisector
of the angle between the guide line and the detection
axis, so that extraction of the center position is simple
and easy, and a processing time required for discrimina-
tion is shortened. In other words, the time required for
sorting is shortened, so that faster sorting is made pos-
sible.

(7) Regarding a preferred example of the disk sorting
device according to the present invention, in the disk
sorting device described in the above item (6), the
shape of the imaging window is a rectangle having
long sides and short sides, and the long sides of the
rectangle are approximately parallel with the base
line. In this case, an effective imaging area of the
imaging device generally has a rectangle, and there
is such a merit that utilization efficiency of the imag-
ing area of the imaging device is improved by forming
the imaging window in a rectangle corresponding to
the imaging area.
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(8) Regarding another preferred example of the disk
sorting device according to the present invention, in
the disk sorting device described in the above item
(7), the imaging window is approximately symmetri-
cal about the base line as viewed from the direction
orthogonal to the imaging window. In this case, if a
time difference from detection of the disk performed
by the timing sensor to take images up to image-
taking of the disk performed by the imaging device
falls within a substantially negligible range, there is
such a merit that, since the center of the disk is dis-
posed at the center of the imaging window in a di-
rection of the short side of the rectangle, an image
of the whole pattern can be taken further efficiently.
(9) Regarding another preferred example of the disk
sorting device according to the present invention, in
the disk sorting devices described in the above item
(8), the timing sensor to take images comprises a
photoelectric sensor, and a light axis of the photoe-
lectric sensor forms the detection axis. In this case,
since the disk is detected by light with high direction-
ality and linearity, there is a merit that detection ac-
curacy is elevated.
(10) Regarding another preferred example of the
disk sorting device according to the present inven-
tion, in the disk sorting device described in the above
items (6) to (9), the imaging device includes a surface
floodlight arranged in parallel to the imaging window
and projecting diffusion light toward the imaging win-
dow, a half mirror disposed between the surface
floodlight and the imaging window and allowing
transmission of diffusion light from the surface flood-
light toward the imaging window and reflecting re-
flected light from the disk opposed to the imaging
window toward a direction parallel to the imaging
window, and an area image sensor receiving reflect-
ed light from the half mirror to take an image of the
one surface of the disk opposed to the imaging win-
dow. In this case, even if a rotation phase of the disk
is different, there is such a merit that imaging with
less influence of a shadow becomes possible and
discrimination accuracy eventually increases.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0034] The features and advantages of the invention
will be more clearly understood from the following de-
scription taken in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings.

Fig. 1 is a schematic front view showing a medal
sorting device according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 2 is a schematic sectional view of the medal
sorting device shown in Fig. 1 taken along line II-II.
Fig. 3 is an illustrative diagram showing a state when
a timing sensor to take images constituting the medal
sorting device shown in Fig. 1 detects medals having

different in diameter.
Fig. 4 is a schematic configuration diagram of the
medal sorting device shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 5 is a block diagram showing an image proces-
sor of the medal sorting device shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 6 is a flowchart for explaining an operation of
the medal sorting device shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing details of a reference
image registering step shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 8 is a flowchart showing details of a pre-process-
ing step shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 9 is a flowchart showing details of an image com-
paring and judging step shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 10 is a flowchart showing details of the image
comparing and judging step shown in Fig. 6 and fol-
lowing Fig. 9.
Fig. 11 is a flowchart showing details of a translating
step shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 12 is an illustrative view showing movement of
a taken image at the translating step shown in Fig. 6.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0035] Embodiments of the present invention will be
described below with reference to the accompanying
drawings.

(Configuration)

[0036] As one example of a disk sorting device accord-
ing to the present invention, a medal sorting device 100
shown in Figs. 1 to 4 will be described. The medal sorting
device 100 is incorporated into a game machine or the
like to be used, and has a function of making discrimina-
tion about authenticity of a medal which has been slotted
to sort a false medal FM to a medal return slot 101 and
guiding a true medal TM to a medal reception port 102.
The medal sorting device 100 includes a main body 103,
the medal slot 104, a medal passage 105, a sorting gate
106, a two-dimensional imaging device 120, a timing sen-
sor to take images 111, a medal counting sensor 113, a
controller 140, a ROM (Read Only Memory) 142, a RAM
(Random Access Memory) 143, a user interface 151, a
status display 152, a registration switch 53, and a security
volume 154.
[0037] The main body 103 is formed with the medal
slot 104 and the medal passage 105, and has a function
that the sorting gate 106, the two-dimensional imaging
device 120, the timing sensor to take images 111, and
the medal counting sensor 113 are attached to the main
body 103. The main body 103 has a rectangular box
shape and is made of resin. In the main body 103, a
rectangular imaging window 110 is provided in one side
wall of the medal passage 105.
[0038] The medal slot 104 has a function of receiving
a coin which has been slotted into a slotting port (not
shown) of the game machine or the like. The medal slot
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104 is formed near a left end portion of an upper face of
the main body 103 and has a slit-like sectional shape.
[0039] The medal passage 105 has a function of guid-
ing a medal M which is slotted into the medal slot 104 to
fall or move with rotation. The medal passage 105 is
formed within the main body 103, and has a slit-like sec-
tional shape approximately similar to the medal slot 104.
As shown in Fig. 1, the medal passage 105 includes a
vertical medal passage 105V descending vertically from
the medal slot 104 and a slope medal passage 105S
sloping rightward and obliquely downward on a down-
stream side of the vertical medal passage 105V. There-
fore, after a medal M which has been slotted into the
medal slot 104 falls vertically in the vertical medal pas-
sage 105, it is guided by a guide rail 108. As shown in
Fig. 1, the guide rail 108 has a guide surface 108a formed
along a guide line GL, and slopes toward a direction of
movement with rotation of the medal M such that a front
portion thereof becomes lower. Therefore, the medal M
is guided to a right side by the guide rail 108 to move with
rotation on the guide surface 108a of the guide rail 108
and move in the slope medal passage 105S. In other
words, in the slope medal passage 105S, the peripheral
surface of the medal M comes in contact with the guide
rail 108 via the guide line GL and is guided to the right
side along the guide line GL while being supported by
the guide rail 108. Incidentally, it is also possible to use
a member having a shape other than a flat-plate shape
as the guide rail 108, and the guide rail 108 may be con-
stituted of a rod-shaped member. In this case, the medal
M moves with rotation on the guide line GL such that the
peripheral surface thereof is supported by the guide rail
108, while being leaning on a guide surface 103a formed
on the main body 103 within the slope medal passage
105S.
[0040] The sorting gate 106 has a sorting plate 109
arranged so as to be capable of advancing into and re-
treating from the slope medal passage 105S. When the
sorting plate 109 advances into the slope medal passage
105S, it causes the medal M moving with rotation to de-
viate from on the guide rail 108 to fall, thereby returning
the medal M to the medal return slot 101. When the sort-
ing plate 109 has retreated from the slope medal passage
105S, the medal M moves with rotation on the guide rail
108 to pass through the sorting gate 106. The sorting
plate 109 advances into the slope medal passage 105S
according to a gate control signal GCS from the controller
140. Incidentally, the sorting plate 109 is generally held
in such a state that it has advanced into the slope medal
passage 105S (namely, a state where the sorting gate
106 has been closed).
[0041] The two-dimensional imaging device 120 has a
function of taking an image of one surface of the medal
M moving in the medal passage 105 in a two-dimensional
fashion. The two-dimensional imaging device 120 in-
cludes a light source 121, a half mirror 122, a converging
lens 123, and an area image sensor 124.
[0042] The light source 121 has a function of project-

ing, via the half mirror 122, light on one surface of the
medal M moving in the medal passage 105. The light
source 121 is, for example, a surface floodlight 130. By
using the surface floodlight 130, image-taking without be-
ing affected by shadow is possible even if a rotation
phase of the medal M is different. The surface floodlight
130 includes a light-emitting diode (hereinafter, called
"LED") 131, a light guide plate 132, a reflecting sheet
133, and a diffusing sheet 134.
[0043] The LED 131 is a light source for projecting light
on the medal M. As the LED 131, an LED emitting three
colors is used and the LED 131 performs irradiation of
white visible light. However an LED emitting white color
may be also used as the LED 131. As shown in Fig. 2,
since the LED 131 is arranged so as to face a side end
face of the light guide plate 132, it can be arranged within
a plane parallel to the medal passage 105, so that an
installation space is small. Incidentally, the position of
the LED 131 shown in Fig. 2 is illustrated for convenience.
[0044] In this embodiment, the light guide plate 132
has a rectangular thin plate shape manufactured from
resin for cost reduction, and it is arranged such that a
surface thereof is parallel to the medal passage 105. The
resin exhibits transparency or milk white due to mixing
with diffusing material. When the diffusing material is
mixed in the resin, the diffusing sheet 134 becomes un-
necessary. The light guide plate 132 may be made of a
glass substrate. In this embodiment, the light guide plate
132 is opposed to the imaging window 110.
[0045] The reflecting sheet 133 has a function of pre-
venting light from diffusing from the light guide plate 132
to the opposite side of the medal passage 105 and re-
flecting light to the side of the medal passage 105. The
reflecting sheet 133 is brought in close contact with a
surface of the light guide plate 132 positioned on the op-
posite side of the medal passage 105. Incidentally, a sil-
ver film may be deposited on the light guide plate 132
instead of the reflecting sheet 133.
[0046] The diffusing sheet 134 has a function of diffus-
ing light projected from a surface of the light guide plate
132 positioned on the side of the medal passage 105 in
a surface uniform fashion. Therefore, projected light from
the LED 131 which has been guided by the light guide
plate 132 or has reflected by the reflecting sheet 133 is
changed to a uniform light amount over a whole surface
of the diffusing sheet 134 by the diffusing sheet 134 to
be projected toward the medal passage 105. Thereby,
uniform light is projected to the medal M. The projected
light projected from the diffusing sheet 134 is projected
at a right angle to the medal passage 105, namely, the
medal M moving in the medal passage 105. This is per-
formed in order to prevent optical shadow from being
formed due to concavity and convexity of a surface of
the medal M. Since the light guide plate 132, the reflecting
sheet 133, and the diffusing sheet 134 are thin, the light
source 121 can be made small in size.
[0047] The half mirror 122 has a function of reflecting
a portion of light and causing a portion of the light to pass
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through the half mirror 122. Specifically, the half mirror
122 has a function of causing projected light from the
light source 121 to pass through the half mirror 122 and
reflecting reflected light from the medal M. In other words,
the half mirror 122 projects projected light from the light
source 121 at a right angle to the medal M in the medal
passage 105 and reflects reflected light from the medal
M in a direction parallel to the medal passage 105. In this
embodiment, the half mirror 122 is a member obtained
by applying deposition plating of chromium to a thin trans-
parent resin. This is for achieving cost reduction. How-
ever, chromium may be plated to a glass plate. The half
mirror 122 is arranged in a sloping manner at an angle
of 45° to a surface of the medal passage 105 laterally to
the imaging window 110 such that it is further positioned
to the left downward according to separation from the
medal passage 105. Specifically, the half mirror 122
slopes at an angle of 45° to the medal passage 105 in a
left lower region of the slope medal passage 105S. A
longitudinal axis LL of the half mirror 122 is arranged in
a direction sloping at a predetermined angle to an ad-
vancing line DL (since the advancing line faces the slope
medal passage 105S, it is a slightly-sloping horizontal
line) of the medal M in the medal passage 105.
[0048] The converging lens 123 has a function of col-
lecting light which has been reflected by the half mirror
122 in a predetermined small range. The converging lens
123 is a convex lens having a predetermined refractive
index in view of the above function, and it is arranged on
the left side of the half mirror 122 within the main body
103 and has a diameter equal to or less than that of the
half mirror 122. It is preferred that the converging lens
123 is made small in size by devising the shape of the
light source 121 or the like. This is for achieving cost
reduction and size reduction.
[0049] The area image sensor 124 has a function of
taking an image formed by collecting light by the con-
verging lens 123. The area image sensor 124 is arranged
to the left side of the converging lens 123. As the area
image sensor 124, a CCD image sensor or a CMOS im-
age sensor is adopted in order to achieve size reduction.
[0050] The timing sensor to take images 111 has a
function of detecting a timing at which the medal M mov-
ing with rotation in the medal passage 105 faces the im-
aging window 110. The timing sensor to take images 111
is arranged in the slope medal passage 105S down-
stream of the imaging window 110 and is arranged such
that the timing sensor to take images 111 can detect the
medal M when the center of the medal M has arrived
above the longitudinal axis LL of the half mirror 122 (in
other words, on a base line BL described later). There-
fore, the timing sensor to take images 111 outputs a tim-
ing signal TS indicating a timing at which the medal M
can be imaged optimally as a detection output of the med-
al M.
[0051] It is preferred that use a sensor of a photoelec-
tric type which can detect the position of the medal M
accurately is used as the timing sensor to take images

111. In this embodiment, the timing sensor to take images
111 is a photoelectric sensor 112 including a light emitter
112a, a light receiver 112b, and a prism 112c. The light
emitter 112a, the light receiver 112b, and the prism 112c
are arranged such that light emitted from the light emitter
112a enters the light receiver 112b via the prism 112c,
and such a configuration is adopted that light emitted
from the light emitter 112a is blocked by the medal M,
thereby detecting passing of the medal M. In other words,
a detection axis DAL for detecting the medal M is formed
of an axis of light emitted from the light emitter 112a
(namely, a light axis LA), and the medal M is detected
by movement of the peripheral surface of the medal M
across the detection axis DAL.
[0052] It is preferred that the detection axis DAL is dis-
posed in a direction approximately orthogonal to the ad-
vancing line DL of the medal M as viewed in a direction
orthogonal to the imaging window 110 (in a direction from
a surface side of the plane of paper of Fig. 1 toward a
back surface thereof). In other words, it is preferred that
the detection axis DAL is disposed in a direction approx-
imately orthogonal to the guide line GL of the guide rail
108 in the slope medal passage 105S. Thereby, the de-
tection axis DAL passes across the slope medal passage
105S by the most direct way, and the timing sensor to
take images 111 can be installed in the most efficient
way. That is, since a region required for installation of
the timing sensor to take images 111 becomes minimum,
as viewed from a direction orthogonal to the guide line
GL, such a merit can be obtained that the medal sorting
device 100 can be made small in size. However, an angle
of the detection axis DAL to the guide line GL is not limited
to 90°, but it can be set properly in response to the shape
of the medal passage 105 or the arrangement of the tim-
ing sensor to take images 111.
[0053] Incidentally, the light receiver 112b of the timing
sensor to take images 111 can be arranged at a position
opposed to the light emitter 122a via the slope medal
passage 105S. In this case, the prism 122c becomes
unnecessary.
[0054] The imaging window 110 is composed of a rec-
tangular opening in plan view provided in one side wall
of the slope medal passage 105S, and it has a function
of defining an image-taking region of the medal M moving
with rotation in the slope medal passage 105S. As shown
in Fig. 3, the height H (in other words, the length of the
long side LS) of the imaging window 110 is formed so as
to have a width wider than the diameter of a medal M1
with the greatest diameter to be sorted. This is for ac-
quiring information about the diameter of the medal M in
the vertical direction. The width W of the imaging window
110 (in other words, the length of the short side SS) is
formed to be slightly smaller than the diameter of the
medal M3 with the smallest diameter to be sorted. This
is for preventing the medal M moving with rotation from
deviating from the slope medal passage 105S, restricting
the size of the half mirror 122 in a lateral direction thereof,
restricting a separation amount of the half mirror 122 ar-
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ranged in a sloping fashion at an angle of 45° to the medal
passage 105, and reducing the size of the device. How-
ever, the width W of the imaging window 105 can be
made larger than the diameter of the medal M by provid-
ing another flying-off preventing means. Incidentally, the
imaging window 110 may have a shape other than the
rectangular shape, but the rectangular shape which al-
lows effective use of the imaging area of the area image
sensor 124 is desirable. This is because the area image
sensor 124 generally has a rectangular effective imaging
area.
[0055] When a bisector of an angle ANG between the
guide line GL of the guide rail 108 and the detection axis
DAL of the timing sensor to take images 111 as viewed
in a direction orthogonal to the imaging window 110 is
adopted as a base line BL, the imaging window 110 is
disposed such that the long side thereof becomes parallel
to the base line BL. In other words, the imaging window
110 extends along the base line BL. Incidentally, the lon-
gitudinal axis LL of the half mirror 122 is parallel to the
base line BL, and is disposed so as to be separated from
the base line BL in a direction orthogonal to the imaging
window 110 by a predetermined distance. In other words,
the longitudinal axis LL and the base line BL overlap with
each other as viewed from the direction orthogonal to the
imaging window 110.
[0056] The medal counting sensor 113 has a function
of detecting the medal M which has passed through the
sorting gate 106. The medal counting sensor 113 is ar-
ranged at an end portion of the slope medal passage
105S downstream of the sorting gate 106, and one or
plural medal counting sensors are provided. In this em-
bodiment, one medal counting sensor 113 is provided.
The medal counting sensor 113 outputs a medal detec-
tion signal DS detecting a medal M which has been
judged as a true medal TM. Thereby, by counting the
number of the medal detection signals DS, the number
of true medals TM which have been received can be dis-
criminated. As the medal counting sensor 113, a sensor
of a photoelectric type or a magnetic type is used. In this
embodiment, the medal counting sensor 113 is a photo-
electric sensor 114 including a light emitter 114a, a light
receiver 114b, and a prism 114c like the timing sensor
to take images 111. The light emitter 114a, the light re-
ceiver 114b, and the prism 114c are arranged such that
light emitted from the light emitter 114a enters the light
receiver 114b via the prism 114c, and such a configura-
tion is adopted that light emitted from the light emitter
114a is blocked by the medal M, thereby detecting pass-
ing of the medal M.
[0057] The controller 140 has a function of controlling
operations of the area image sensor 124 and the LED
131 based upon the timing signal TS outputted from the
timing sensor to take images 111, and receiving an image
signal IS outputted from the area image sensor 124 to
discriminate authenticity of the medal M and controlling
opening and closing of the sorting gate 106 based upon
the judgement result to sort the medal M moving with

rotation in the medal passage 105. Further, the controller
140 also has a function of counting the number of medals
which have been discriminated as true medals TM based
upon the medal detection signals DS outputted from the
medal counting sensor 113. The controller 140 is com-
posed of, for example, a microcomputer 141 running
based upon a predetermined program. The controller 140
includes an image processor 160 performing various im-
age processing. The details of the image processor 160
will be described later in detail.
[0058] The ROM 142 is a programmable ROM such
as EEPROM (Electrically Erasable and Programmable
Read Only Memory). The ROM 142 has a function of
storing a program for operating the controller 140 and
data. As shown in Fig. 4, the ROM 142 includes a refer-
ence image storage 171 which stores reference images
described later.
[0059] The RAM 143 has a function of temporarily stor-
ing data required during operation of the controller 140.
As shown in Fig. 4, the RAM 143 includes a taken image
storage 172 which stores taken images of the medals M
which have been taken by the area image sensor 124,
and a processed image storage 173 which stores images
produced in the image processor 160.
[0060] The user interface 151 has a function of per-
forming electrical connection to such a main body device
(not shown) as a game machine in which the medal sort-
ing device 100 is incorporated. By connecting the main
body device to the medal sorting device 100 via the user
interface 151, inputting and outputting of a desired signal
to the main body device are made possible.
[0061] The status display 152 has a function of display-
ing an operation status of the medal sorting device 100.
The status display 152 is composed of, for example, a
plurality of LEDS (not shown) having different emission
colors, and light emissions of these LEDS are controlled
by the controller 140 so that various statuses of the medal
sorting device 100 (for example, normal operation, error
generation, and the like) are notified. Incidentally, as the
status display 152, a display device such as a liquid crys-
tal panel can be used.
[0062] The registration switch 153 is used for registra-
tion of reference images described later and it has a func-
tion of instructing the start and the termination of regis-
tration to the controller 140.
[0063] The security volume 154 has a function of set-
ting a reference value for discriminating a false medal
FM in the medal sorting device 100. The controller 140
discriminates authenticity of the medal M based upon the
reference value which has been set by the security vol-
ume 154.
[0064] Next, the image processor 160 will be described
with reference to Fig. 4. The image processor 160 in-
cludes a center extractor 161, an edge enhancer 162, a
binanization processor 163, an expansion and contrac-
tion processor 164, a size converter 165, an image rotator
166, an image movement processor 167, and a discrim-
inator 168.
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[0065] The center extractor 161 has a function of ex-
tracting the center position of the medal M in the taken
image based upon the taken image stored in the taken
image storage 172 of the RAM 143. In other words, the
center extractor 161 calculates coordinate values indi-
cating the center of the medal M in the taken image. As
described later, since the center of the medal M is posi-
tioned on the base line BL, one and the other of the pe-
ripheral edge portions of the medal M on a straight line
corresponding to the base line BL on the taken image
are detected, a midpoint between both the peripheral
edge portions is adopted as the center position of the
medal M. Incidentally, a known method can be adopted
for extraction of the center position. For example, regard-
ing respective lines extending in a vertical axis (Y axis)
on the taken image, one and the other of the peripheral
edge portions of the medal M are detected, and a mid-
point between both the peripheral edge portions on a line
having the maximum distance between both the periph-
eral edge portions is adopted as the center position of
the medal M. However, the method for extracting the
center position on the base line BL is considerably sim-
pler and easier than the above known method, and it can
shorten the time required for extraction of the center po-
sition.
[0066] The edge enhancer 162 has a function of en-
hancing an edge on the taken image stored in the taken
image storage 172. The term "edge enhancing" is a
processing for making a concentration slope of a contour
portion of an image steep to sharpen the image. The
edge enhancing can be performed by subtracting a sec-
ondary differentiation from the original image (Laplacian
filter) or an unsharp mask.
[0067] The binanization processor 163 has a function
of binarizing the taken image which has been edge-en-
hanced by the edge enhancer 162. The term "binariza-
tion" is a processing for converting a gray image into a
binary image. In the binarization, when a pixel value
(namely, luminance) is equal to or more than a predeter-
mined threshold value, the pixel value is set to "1", and
otherwise, the pixel value is set to "0".
[0068] The expansion and contraction processor 164
has a function of repeatedly performing an expanding
processing for, if at least one white pixel is present around
an interesting pixel in the taken image which has been
binarized in the binarization processor 163, replacing pix-
els around the interesting pixel with white pixels and a
contracting processing for, if at least one black pixel is
present around the interesting pixel therein, replacing
pixels around the interesting pixel with black pixels. By
performing the expanding processing and the contracting
processing repeatedly, noises are removed from the bi-
narized taken image and a pattern defect (especially, lin-
ear pattern defect) is repaired.
[0069] The size converter 165 has a function of reduc-
ing an image size of the taken image which has been
expanded and contracted by the expansion and contrac-
tion processor 164. The size conversion is performed by

using known affine transformation at a predetermined
reducing ratio based upon a coordinate origin (X=0 and
Y=0).
[0070] The image rotator 166 has a function of rotating
the taken image which has been size-converted by the
size converter 165. The term "rotating" is performed by
using the known affine transformation at a predetermined
rotation angle based upon the center position of the med-
al extracted by the center extractor 161.
[0071] The image movement processor 167 has a
function of translating the taken image which has been
size-converted by the size converter 165. The term
"translating" is performed using the known affine trans-
formation in a predetermined direction and with a prede-
termined moving distance. In other words, the whole im-
age is moved based upon a moving distance (for exam-
ple, one pixel in X-axis direction and zero pixel in Y-axis
direction) in the X-axis direction and in the Y-axis direc-
tion, shown by the pixel.
[0072] Incidentally, if the image processor 160 has the
respective functions of the center extractor 161, the edge
enhancer 162, the binanization processor 163, the ex-
pansion and contraction processor 164, the size convert-
er 165, the image rotator 166, the image movement proc-
essor 167, and the discriminator 168, it may be composed
of either of hardware and software. It is possible that a
portion of the image processor 160 is composed of hard-
ware and the remaining portion thereof is composed of
software. In this embodiment, the whole image processor
160 is composed of hardware advantageous for increas-
ing a processing rate.
[0073] In the medal sorting device 100 having the
above configuration, the medal M moves obliquely down-
ward along the guide line GL in the slope medal passage
105S while being supported by the guide rail 108, and it
is detected as arrival of the medal M at the predetermined
position (namely, the image-taking position) in the imag-
ing window 110 when the peripheral surface of the medal
M positioned on the side of the advancing direction has
been positioned on the detection axis DAL of the timing
sensor to take images 111 (namely, the light axis LA of
the photoelectric sensor 112). Therefore, when the medal
M has arrived at the image-taking position, the peripheral
surface of the medal M is positioned on the detection axis
DAL regardless of the diameter of the medal M. On the
other hand, since the peripheral surface of the medal M
is guided along the guide line GL by the guide rail 108,
the peripheral surface of the medal M is positioned on
the guide line GL when the medal M has arrived at the
image-taking position. That is, as shown in Fig. 3, re-
spective peripheries of a maximum-diameter medal M1,
a middle-diameter medal M2, and a minimum-diameter
medal M3 are in contact with the detection axis DAL and
the guide line GL as viewed from the direction orthogonal
to the imaging window 110. This means that the centers
C1, C2, and C3 of the medals M1, M2, and M3 are po-
sitioned on a bisector of an angle between the guide line
GL and the detection axis DAL. Therefore, by using the
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bisector as the base line BL and extending the imaging
window 110 along the base line BL, even regarding a
medal M having a different diameter, a whole pattern
formed on one surface thereof can be image-taken easily
and securely. Thereby, easy and secure discrimination
and sort can be made possible. In other words, since the
diameter range of the medal M whose whole pattern can
be image-taken is expanded, the diameter range which
can be discriminated and sorted is expanded. In addition,
regarding the direction orthogonal to the base line BL as
viewed in a direction orthogonal to the imaging window
110, since the width W of the imaging window 110 can
be set even regarding a medal M having a different di-
ameter without considering the movement of the center
of the medal M, the width W of the imaging window 110
can be made relatively small. In other words, unlike the
conventional device described above, it is unnecessary
to increase the image-taking region according to shift or
error of the center position of the medal M. Therefore,
the medal sorting device 100 can be made small in size.
Furthermore, since a plurality of timing sensors to take
images 111 are not required, low reduction can be
achieved, complicated adjustment is not required, and
easy realization can be achieved. Further, when the cent-
er position of the medal M serving as a reference for
image discrimination is obtained, since the center posi-
tion is present on the base line BL, extraction of the center
position is simple and easy, and the processing time re-
quired for discrimination is shortened. In other words, the
time required for sorting is shortened, so that faster sort-
ing is made possible.
[0074] The shape of the imaging window 110 is a rec-
tangle having the long sides LS and the short sides SS,
and the imaging window 110 is arranged such that the
long side LS of the rectangle becomes approximately
parallel to the base line BL. Since the area image sensor
124 generally has a rectangular effective imaging area,
the utilization efficiency of the imaging area in the area
image sensor 124 can be improved by making the imag-
ing window 110 rectangular.
[0075] The imaging window 110 is arranged such that
it is made symmetrical about the base line BL as viewed
from the direction orthogonal to the imaging window 110.
In other words, the imaging window 110 is arranged such
that the central axial line in the short side direction of the
imaging window 110 overlaps with the base line BL.
Thereby, if a time difference from detection of the medal
M performed by the timing sensor to take images 111 up
to image-taking of the medal M performed by the area
image sensor 124 falls within a substantially negligible
range, the center of the medal M is disposed at the center
of the imaging window 110 in a direction of the short side
of the rectangle, so that the whole pattern can be image-
taken efficiently.
[0076] The photoelectric sensor 112 is used as the tim-
ing sensor to take images 111, and the light axis LA of
the photoelectric sensor 112 forms the detection axis
DAL. Therefore, since the medal M is detected by light

with high directionality and linearity, detection accuracy
can be improved.

(Operation)

[0077] Next, the operation of the medal sorting device
100 will be described with reference to Fig. 6 to Fig. 12.
Processing performed by the controller 140 will be mainly
described below.
[0078] First, as shown in Fig. 6, at step S1, initialization
is performed. In the initialization, a frame rate of the area
image sensor 124, sensitivities of the timing sensor to
take images 111 and the medal counting sensor 113,
and the like are set.
[0079] At the next step S2, whether or not the timing
sensor to take images 111 has been turned on is judged.
In other words, whether or not the medal M moving with
rotation in the medal passage 105 has arrived at the im-
age-taking position is judged. When the timing sensor to
take images 111 is off, the control proceeds to step S3,
while the control proceeds to step S5 when the timing
sensor to take images 111 is on.
[0080] At step S3, whether or not the reference image
is registered is judged. That is, whether or not the regis-
tration switch 153 has been turned on is judged. When
the registration switch 153 is on, the control proceeds to
step S4, while the control returns to step S2 when the
registration switch 153 is off.
[0081] When a medal M has been slotted into the med-
al slot 104, after the slotted medal M has fallen in the
vertical medal passage 105V, it moves with rotation in
the slope medal passage 105S to turn on the timing sen-
sor to take images 111. That is, the timing sensor to take
images 111 is turned on in response to slotting of the
medal M into the medal slot 104. When the medal M is
not slotted into the medal slop 104 and the registration
switch 153 is not turned on, step S2 and step S3 are
performed repeatedly. In other words, a waiting state is
maintained until one of slotting of the medal M and turn-
ing-on of the registration switch 153 has been performed.
[0082] At step S4, registration of the reference image
is performed according to respective steps shown in Fig.
7. The registration of the reference image is performed
by acquiring images of a surface and a back surface of
a medal serving as a reference for discrimination of au-
thenticity (hereinafter, called "reference medal SM"). It is
preferred for increasing discrimination accuracy that an
unused medal M is used as the reference medal SM, but
a used medal M may be used. In the reference image
registration in Fig. 7, registration setting is performed at
first step S21. In the registration setting, for example,
selection about whether an image to be registered is a
surface of a medal M or a back surface thereof is made.
[0083] At the next step S22, whether the registration
has been completed is judged. The registration comple-
tion is judged based upon whether or not the registration
switch 153 has been turned off. When the registration
switch 153 has been turned off, the control returns to step
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S4 shown in Fig. 6, while the control proceeds to step
S23 when the registration switch 153 is not turned off.
[0084] At the next step S23, whether or not the timing
sensor to take images 111 has been turned on is judged
like the above step S2. When a reference medal SM has
been slotted into the medal slot 104 and the timing sensor
to take images 111 has been turned on, the control pro-
ceeds to step S24. When the timing sensor to take im-
ages 111 is off, step S23 is performed repeatedly. In other
words, a waiting state is maintained until the reference
medal SM is slotted in the medal slot 104.
[0085] At the next step S24, the controller 140 outputs
a lighting control signal LCS to the LED 131 so that the
LED 131 is lightened for a short time (namely, flashed)
based upon the lighting control signal LCS. Thereby, dif-
fusion light from the light source 121 toward the imaging
window 110 is emitted, so that the reference medal SM
opposed to the imaging window 110 is irradiated with the
light.
[0086] At the next step S25, the controller 140 outputs
an imaging control signal ICS to the area image sensor
124 so that the area image sensor 124 takes an image
of the reference medal SM based upon the imaging con-
trol signal ICS. The area image sensor 124 outputs an
image signal IS including an acquired taken image to the
controller 140. The controller 140 forwards the taken im-
age included in the supplied image signal IS to the RAM
143 via a bus line BS shown in Fig. 5. The RAM 143
stores and holds the forwarded taken image in the taken
image storage 172.
[0087] At the next step S26, "0" is set in the rotation
angle θ. In other words, the rotation angle θ is initialized
(namely, reset).
[0088] At the next step S27, the image processor 160
in the controller 140 performs pre-processing to the taken
image stored in the taken image storage 172. As shown
in Fig. 8, the pre-processing is performed in the order of
the center extraction, the edge enhancement, the bina-
rization, the expansion/contraction, and the size conver-
sion. First, at step S41, the center extractor 161 extracts
the center position of the reference medal SM on the
taken image stored in the taken image storage 172. A
coordinate value of the extracted center position is stored
in the RAM 143.
[0089] At the next step S42, the edge enhancer 162
performs processing for edge enhancement to the taken
image stored in the taken image storage 172. The taken
image which has been edge-enhanced is stored in the
processed image storage 173 in the RAM 143.
[0090] At the subsequent step S43, the binanization
processor 163 binarizes the edge-enhanced taken image
which has been stored in the processed image storage
173. The binarized taken image is stored in the processed
image storage 173.
[0091] Thereafter, at step S44, the expansion and con-
traction processor 164 performs expanding and contract-
ing processing to the binarized taken image stored in the
processed image storage 173. Noise removal, repair of

pattern defect or the like of the binarized taken image is
performed according to the expanding and contracting
processing. The expanded and contracted taken image
is stored in the processed image storage 173.
[0092] Further, at step S45, the size converter 165 per-
forms size converting processing to the expanded and
contracted taken image which has been stored in the
processed image storage 173. The taken image which
has been subjected to the expanding and contracting
processing is reduced by the size converting processing
so that the number of pixels is reduced. The size-con-
verted taken image is stored in the processed image stor-
age 173. The pre-processing is completed in this manner,
and the taken image which has been subjected to the
pre-processing is stored in the processed image storage
173. Thereafter, the control returns to step S27 shown
in Fig. 7.
[0093] At step S28 shown in Fig. 7, data is stored in
the ROM 142. That is, the taken image which has been
subjected to the pre-processing is forwarded from the
RAM 143 to the ROM 142 via the bus line BS, and is
stored in the reference image storage 171 as a reference
image with a rotation angle θ = 0. In other words, the
reference image is stored in the reference image storage
171 while being associated with the rotation angle θ. At
this time, the taken image stored in the taken image stor-
age 172 of the RAM 143 continues to be stored in the
taken image storage 172.
[0094] At the next step S29, "θ + θd" obtained by adding
a rotation angle increment θd to the current rotation angle
θ is set as a new rotation angle θ. In other words, by
adding the rotation angle increment θd to the rotation
angle θ, the rotation angle θ is updated. In this embodi-
ment, θd is set such that when an image has been sub-
jected to one rotation, the total of 64 reference images
including the reference image with θ = 0 are obtained.
The "θd" in this case is "5.625°".
[0095] At the next step S30, whether or not the rotation
angle θ is equal to or more than 360° is judged. When
the rotation angle θ is less than 360° (namely, "θ < 360°"),
after the taken image stored in the taken image storage
172 of the RAM 143 has been rotated at the set rotation
angle 8 at step S31, the control returns to step S27, and
steps S27 to S31 are performed repeatedly. Thereby, a
plurality of reference images corresponding to a plurality
of rotation angles θ, respectively, is stored and held in
the reference image storage 171 of the ROM 142. In other
words, the taken image of the reference medal SM and
a plurality of reference images composed of images ob-
tained by rotating the taken image at a plurality of different
rotation angles θ are held in the reference image storage
171.
[0096] At step S30, when the rotation angle θ is equal
to or more than 360° (namely, "θ ≥ 360°"), the control
returns to step S21, and steps S21 to S31 are repeated.
Thereby, regarding each of the surface and the back sur-
face of the reference medal SM, a plurality of reference
images can be registered.
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[0097] Incidentally, in the registration of the reference
images, a surface number k for specifying either of a
surface and a back surface of the reference medal SM
is set. That is, "0" is set to the reference images corre-
sponding to the surface of the reference medal SM as
the surface number k. Similarly, "1" is set to the reference
images corresponding to the back surface of the refer-
ence medal SM as the surface number k. Then, the sur-
face numbers k together with a plurality of reference im-
ages are stored in the reference image storage 171.
Thereby, the reference image of the surface on the ref-
erence medal SM and the reference image of the back
surface thereof can be discriminated from each other
based upon the surface number k.
[0098] Further, when the reference images are regis-
tered, all of the center extraction, the edge enhancement,
the binarization, the expansion and contraction, and the
size conversion (steps S41 to S45 in Fig. 8) in the pre-
processing (step S31 in Fig. 7) after the rotation of the
acquired image (step S31 in Fig. 7) are performed, but
the processing of the center extraction, the edge en-
hancement, the binarization, and the expansion and con-
traction can be omitted in the pre-processing. That is, in
the case of "θ = 0" (in other words, the case of a non-
rotated image), the processed image (in other words, the
processed image before the size conversion) after the
center extraction, the edge enhancement, the binariza-
tion, and the expansion and contraction have been per-
formed at step S27 is held in the RAM 143 and the size
conversion is then performed, and in the case of "0 < θ
< 360°", the processed image before the size conversion
which has been held in the RAM 143 at step S31 is rotated
and only the size conversion can be performed at step
S27 performed subsequently. Thereby, the time required
for registration of the reference images can be shortened.
[0099] Here, explanation returns to Fig. 6. When a
medal M to be sorted (in other words, an object to be
discriminated) is slotted into the medal slot 104 and the
timing sensor to take images 111 is turned on at step S4,
the controller 140 outputs a lighting control signal LCS
to the LED 131 so that the LED 131 is lightened for a
short time (namely, flashed) based upon the lighting con-
trol signal LCS at step S5 like step S24 shown in Fig. 7.
Thereby, diffusion light from the light source 121 toward
the imaging window 110 is emitted so that the medal M
to be sorted opposed to the imaging window 110 is irra-
diated with the light.
[0100] At the next step S6, the controller 140 outputs
an imaging control signal ICS to the area image sensor
124 so that the area image sensor 124 takes an image
of the medal M based upon the imaging control signal
ICS like step S25 shown in Fig. 7. The area image sensor
124 outputs an image signal IS including the acquired
taken image to the controller 140. The controller 140
stores and holds the taken image included in the supplied
image signal IS in the taken image storage 172 in the
RAM 143.
[0101] Incidentally, the taken image acquired at step

S6 is an image of either of the surface or the back surface
of the medal M to be sorted. Therefore, when patterns
formed on the surface and the back surface of the medal
M are different from each other, it is necessary to com-
pare these patterns with the respective reference images
on the surface and the back surface of the reference med-
al SM. In this embodiment, assuming that the patterns
formed on the surface and the back surface of the medal
M are different from each other, explanation is made.
[0102] At the next step S7, the pre-processing is per-
formed in the order of the center extraction, the edge
enhancement, the binarization, the expansion and con-
traction, and the size conversion at steps S41 to S45
shown in Fig. 8 like step S27 shown in Fig. 7. At this time,
the taken image which has been subjected to the pre-
processing is held in the processed image storage 173
in the RAM 143 as a image to be discriminated. The taken
image which has been held in the taken image storage
172 in the RAM 143 continues to be held in the taken
image storage 172.
[0103] At the next step S8, the controller 140 sets "0"
in the above-described surface number k. Thereby, at
image comparison judgement (step S10), comparison
with the reference image corresponding to "k = 0" is first
performed.
[0104] At the next step S9, the controller 140 sets "0"
in an image movement count number n. In other words,
the image movement count number n is initialized (name-
ly, reset).
[0105] At the next step S10, the image comparison
judgement shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 is performed. At
step S51 shown in Fig. 9, first, whether or not the image
movement count number n is "0" is judged. In other
words, at step S51, whether or not translation described
later has been performed is judged. In the case of "n =
0" where the translation has not been performed, the con-
trol proceeds to step S52, and in the case of "n ≠ 0" where
the translation has been performed, the control proceeds
to step S71 shown in Fig. 10.
[0106] At step S52 performed in the case of "n = 0",
"0" is set in the rotation angle θ, and at the next step S53,
the reference image having the surface number k and
the rotation angle θ is selected from the plurality of ref-
erence images which have been held in the reference
image storage 171 in the ROM 142. First, the reference
image having "k = 0, θ = 0" is selected.
[0107] At the next step S54, image comparison for
comparing the selected reference image and the image
to be discriminated which has been held in the processed
image storage 173 with each other is performed. In the
image comparison, the selected reference image and the
image to be discriminated are compared pixel by pixel,
so that a dissimilarity DF is calculated by counting the
number of pixels different in pixel value.
[0108] Incidentally, judgement can be made based up-
on similarity instead of the dissimilarity DF. In this case,
the similarity is calculated by counting the number of pix-
els consistent in pixel value and when the calculated sim-
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ilarity is equal to or more than a predetermined threshold
value, consistency can be judged.
[0109] At the next step S55, whether or not the calcu-
lated dissimilarity DF is equal to or less than a predeter-
mined threshold value is judged. When the dissimilarity
DF is equal to or less than the threshold value, after judge-
ment of consistency has been made at step S56, the
control returns to step S10 shown in Fig. 6. Otherwise,
the control proceeds to step S57.
[0110] At step S57, whether or not θ is "0" is judged.
In the case of "θ = 0", the control proceeds to step S59,
and in the case of "θ ≠ 0", the control proceeds to step
S58.
[0111] At step S59 and the next step S60, a minimum
dissimilarity DFm showing the minimum value of the dis-
similarity DF and a minimum dissimilarity rotation angle
θm where the dissimilarity DF becomes the minimum are
set. At step S59, the current dissimilarity DF is set as the
minimum dissimilarity DFm, and at step S60, the current
rotation angle θ is set as the minimum dissimilarity rota-
tion angle θm. The set minimum dissimilarity DFm and
minimum dissimilarity rotation angle θm are stored in the
RAM 143.
[0112] At step S58 in the case of "θ ≠ 0", whether or
not the dissimilarity DF is less than the minimum dissim-
ilarity DFm is judged. In the case of "DF < DFm", namely,
when the dissimilarity DF which has been calculated at
step S54 is smaller than the minimum dissimilarity DFm
which has been already set, the control proceeds to step
S59, and the minimum dissimilarity DFm and the mini-
mum dissimilarity rotation angle θm are updated at steps
S59 and S60. In the case of "DF ≥ DFm", the control
proceeds to step S61, and the current minimum dissim-
ilarity DFm and the minimum dissimilarity rotation angle
θm are maintained as they are.
[0113] At the next step S61, a value obtained by adding
a rotation angle increment θd to the current rotation angle
θ is set as a new rotation angle θ. In other words, the
rotation angle 8 is updated.
[0114] At the next step S62, whether or not the rotation
angle θ which has been updated at step S61 is equal to
or more than "360°" is judged. In the case of "θ ≥ 360°",
judgement of inconsistency is made at step S63, and the
control returns to step S10 shown in Fig. 6. In the case
of "θ < 360°", the control returns to step S53, and steps
S53 to S62 are performed repeatedly. Thereby, the dis-
similarities DF of respective ones of the plurality of ref-
erence images corresponding to the respective rotation
angles θ are calculated while the rotation angle θ is in-
creased, and judgement of either of consistency and in-
consistency is made from the comparison result between
the calculated dissimilarities DF and the threshold value.
Incidentally, when judgement of dissimilarity has been
made at step S63, the minimum dissimilarity DFm and
the minimum dissimilarity rotation angle θm are estab-
lished. In other words, when the judgement of inconsist-
ency has been made, the minimum dissimilarity rotation
angle θm from which the minimum dissimilarity DFm can

be obtained is held in the RAM 143 regarding the plurality
of reference images which has been prepared in the
range of an angle θ of "0 ≤ θ < 360°".
[0115] Here, explanation returns to Fig. 6 again. At step
S11, whether or not judgement of consistency has been
made in the image comparison judgement at step S9 is
judged. In other words, whether or not judgement of a
true medal has been made is judged. When consistency
has been judged (namely, when the true medal has been
judged), the control proceeds to step S17, and when in-
consistency has been judged, the control proceeds to
step S12.
[0116] At step S17, the controller 140 outputs a gate
control signal GCS to the sorting gate 106 and the sorting
plate 109 is retreated from the medal passage 105 so
that the sorting gate 106 is opened. Thereby, the true
medal TM moving with rotation in the slope medal pas-
sage 105S passes through the sorting gate 106 to be
introduced into the main body device (not shown) via the
medal reception port 102. In other words, the medal M
which has been slotted into the medal slot 104 is judged
as the true medal TM and is sorted as the true medal TM
by the sorting gate 106.
[0117] At the next step S18, whether or not the medal
counting sensor 113 has been turned on is judged, and
when the medal count sensor 113 is off, step S18 is per-
formed repeatedly. In other words, the medal counting
sensor 113 is put in a waiting state. When the medal M
has been sorted as the true medal TM at step S17, the
medal counting sensor 113 is turned on by the true medal
TM which has passed through the sorting gate 106, and
the control proceeds to step S19.
[0118] At step S19, after the sorting plate 109 enters
the medal passage 105 so that the sorting gate 106 is
closed, the control returns to step S2. Thereby, the closed
state of the sorting gate 106 is maintained until the medal
M is judged as the true medal at step S11, so that a false
medal FM is sorted to the medal return slot 101.
[0119] At step S12 performed when inconsistency has
been judged at the above-described step S11, whether
or not the image movement count number n is equal to
"8" or more is judged. Unless the image movement count
number n is equal to "8" or more (namely, in the case of
"n < 8"), the control proceeds to step S13, and translation
processing shown in Fig. 11 is performed.
[0120] In the translation processing shown in Fig. 11,
the image to be discriminated which has been held in the
processed image storage 173 in the RAM 143 is moved
in a predetermined direction corresponding to the image
movement count number n. The image to be discriminat-
ed which has been moved is held in the processed image
storage 173 in the RAM 143. That is, at step S91, whether
or not the image movement count number n is "0" is
judged. In the case of "n = 0", after the image to be dis-
criminated has been moved rightward upward by one
pixel (movement to a position P1 shown in Fig. 12 (A),
namely, pixel movement in the X-axis direction and the
Y-axis direction by respective "+ 1" pixels) at step S98,
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the control returns to step S12 shown in Fig. 6. In the
case of "n # 0", the control proceeds to step S92, and
whether or not the image movement count number n is
"1" is judged. In the case of "n = 1", after the image to be
discriminated has been moved upward by one pixel
(movement to a position P2 shown in Fig. 12(B), namely,
movement in the Y-axis direction by "+1" pixel) at step
S99, the control returns to step S12 shown in Fig. 6. In
the case of "n # 1", the control proceeds to step S93, and
whether or not the image movement count number n is
"2" is judged. In the case of "n = 2", after the image to be
discriminated has been moved leftward upward by one
pixel (movement to a position P3 shown in Fig. 12(C),
namely, pixel movement in the X-axis direction by "-1"
and in the Y-axis direction by "+1") at step S100, the
control returns to step S12 shown in Fig. 6. In the case
of "n # 2", the control proceeds to step S94, and whether
or not the image movement count number n is "3" is
judged. In the case of "n = 3", after the image to be dis-
criminated has been moved leftward by one pixel (move-
ment to a position P4 shown in Fig. 12(D), namely, pixel
movement in the X-axis direction by "-1") at step S101,
the control returns to step S12 shown in Fig. 6. In the
case of "n # 3", the control proceeds to step S95, and
whether or not the image movement count number n is
"4" is judged. In the case of "n = 4", after the image to be
discriminated has been moved rightward by one pixel
(movement to a position P5 shown in Fig. 12 (E), namely,
pixel movement in the X-axis direction by "+1") at step
S102, the control returns to step S12 shown in Fig. 6. In
the case of "n ≠ 4", the control proceeds to step S96, and
whether or not the image movement count number n is
"5" is judged. In the case of "n = 5", after the image to be
discriminated has been moved rightward downward by
one pixel (movement to a position P6 shown in Fig. 12
(F), namely, pixel movement in the X-axis direction by
"+1" and in the Y-axis direction by "-1") at step S103, the
control returns to step S12 shown in Fig. 6. In the case
of "n ≠ 5", the control proceeds to step S97, and whether
or not the image movement count number n is "6" is
judged. In the case of "n = 6", after the image to be dis-
criminated has been moved downward by one pixel
(movement to a position P7 shown in Fig. 12(G), namely,
pixel movement in the Y-axis direction by "-1") at step
S104, the control returns to step S12 shown in Fig. 6. In
the case of "n ≠ 6", the control proceeds to step S105,
and after the image to be discriminated has been moved
leftward downward by one pixel (movement to a position
P8 shown in Fig. 12(H), namely, pixel movement in the
X-axis direction and in the Y-axis direction by respective
"-1" pixels), the control returns to step S13. Incidentally,
in Fig. 12, in order to clarify the direction of the translation,
the movement distance is shown largely for convenience.
[0121] After the image to be discriminated has been
moved at step S13, "1" is added to the current image
movement count number n and a new image movement
count number n is set at step S14. After the image move-
ment count number n has been updated in this manner,

the control returns to step S10, and steps S10 to S14 are
repeated until consistency is judged at step S11 or "n ≥
8" is judged at step S12. That is, the image to be discrim-
inated which has been moved at step S13 is stored and
held in the processed image storage 173 in the RAM 143,
and image comparison judgement is performed at step
S10. In other words, judgement about authenticity of the
medal M based upon comparison between the image to
be discriminated which has been moved and the plurality
of reference images is performed repeatedly while the
direction of the translation is changed.
[0122] Incidentally, here, the movement amount of the
translation is set at each one pixel in 8 directions, but
when an error of a pattern to the center position of a
medal is large, the movement amount can be set at two
pixels or more, if necessary. In this case, in the translation
processing shown in Fig. 11, the number of pixels can
be increased gradually by setting the image movement
count number n or the number of pixels properly.
[0123] At step S10 shown in Fig. 6, when the image to
be discriminated which has been moved and the plurality
of reference images are compared with each other, the
respective steps shown in Fig. 10 are performed. That
is, since "1" has been added to the image movement
count number n at step S14 shown in Fig. 6, the control
proceeds to step S71 according to the judgement at step
S51 shown in Fig. 9. At this step S71, "0" is set as the
rotation angle count number m. The rotation angle count
number m is held in the RAM 143.
[0124] At the next step S72, whether or not the rotation
angle count number m is consistent with "0" is judged. In
the case of "m = 0", after the minimum dissimilarity rota-
tion angle θm has been set as the rotation angle θ at step
S73, the control proceeds to step S77. In the case of "m
≠ 0", the control proceeds to step S74.
[0125] At step S74, whether or not the rotation angle
count number m is consistent with "1" is judged. In the
case of "m = 1", after "θm - θd" obtained by subtracting
a rotation angle increment θd from the minimum dissim-
ilarity rotation angle θm has been set as the rotation angle
θ at step S75, the control proceeds to step S77. In the
case of "m ≠ 1", after "θm + θd" obtained by adding the
rotation angle increment θd to the minimum dissimilarity
rotation angle θm has been set as the rotation angle θ,
the control proceeds to step S77.
[0126] At step S77, the reference image corresponding
to the rotation angle θ, which has been set at either of
steps S73, S75 and S76, is selected from the plurality of
reference images held in the reference image storage
171 in the ROM 142. At this time, selection is made from
the plurality of reference images corresponding to the
surface number k.
[0127] At the next step S78, image comparison for
comparing the selected reference image and the image
to be discriminated (namely, the moved image to be dis-
criminated) held in the processed image storage 173 in
the RAM 143 with each other is performed like step S54
shown in Fig. 9. In the image comparison, the dissimilarity
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DF is calculated by comparing the selected reference
image and the image to be discriminated with each other
pixel by pixel to count the number of pixels different in
pixel value.
[0128] At the next step S79, whether or not the calcu-
lated dissimilarity DF is equal to or less than a predeter-
mined threshold value is judged like step S55 shown in
Fig. 9. When the dissimilarity DF is equal to or less than
the predetermined threshold value, after judgement of
consistency is made at step S80, the control returns to
step S10 shown in Fig. 6. Otherwise, the control proceeds
to step S81.
[0129] At step S81, "m + 1" obtained by adding "1" to
the current rotation angle counter number m is set as a
new rotation angle count number m.
[0130] At the next step S82, whether or not the rotation
angle count number m is less than "3" is judged. In the
case of "m < 3", the control returns to step S72, and steps
S72 to S82 are performed repeatedly. In the case of "m
≥ 3", after judgement of inconsistency has been made at
step S83, the control returns to step S10 shown in Fig. 6.
[0131] When the moved image to be discriminated and
the plurality of reference images are compared with each
other in this manner, the minimum dissimilarity rotation
angle θm where the minimum dissimilarity DFm can be
obtained in the image to be discriminated which has not
been moved is specified as a first rotation angle, the angle
"θm - θd" obtained by subtracting the rotation angle in-
crement θd from the minimum dissimilarity rotation angle
θm is specified as a second rotation angle, the angle "θm
+ θd" obtained by adding the rotation angle increment θd
to the minimum dissimilarity rotation angle θm is specified
as a third rotation angle, and judgement about either of
consistency and inconsistency is made by comparing the
reference images corresponding to the specified first to
third rotation angles and the moved image to be discrim-
inated with each other. In other words, three reference
images are specified from 64 reference images which
have been held in the reference image storage 171 and
comparison about only the specified three reference im-
ages is performed. Therefore, as compared with the case
that comparison about all of 64 reference images is per-
formed, the time required for judgement can be short-
ened.
[0132] Incidentally, though the rotation angle incre-
ment θd is set at "5.625°" and a total of 64 reference
images are registered per one surface in the reference
image registration shown in Fig. 7, the rotation angle in-
crement θd can be set properly. When the number of
reference images per one surface is properly increased
by setting the rotation angle increment θd smaller, the
image comparison about only the reference image cor-
responding to the first rotation angle (namely, the mini-
mum dissimilarity rotation angle θm) can be performed
in the image comparison judgement to the taken image
after moved.
[0133] Explanation returns to Fig. 6 again. When the
image movement count number n is equal to or more

than "8" (namely, in the case of "n ≥ 8") at step S12, the
control proceeds to step S15, and "1" is added to the
current surface number k, so that a new surface number
k is set.
[0134] At the next step S16, whether or not the surface
number k is equal to or more than "2" is judged. When
the surface number k is less than "2" (namely, "k < "2"),
the control returns to step S9. In other words, the process-
ing at steps S9 to S14 is performed in the set state of "k
= 1" again. That is, comparison with the reference images
of the back surfaces of the reference medals SM is per-
formed.
[0135] In the case of "k ≥ 2" at step S16, the control
returns to step S2. At this time, since the closed state of
the sorting gate 106 is maintained, the medal M moving
with rotation in the medal passage 105 cannot pass
through the sorting gate 106, so that the medal M is sorted
to the medal return slot 101. In other words, the medal
M is sorted as the false medal FM to be discharged from
the medal return slot 101.
[0136] Incidentally, when the patterns on the surface
and the back surface of the medal M are the same, ap-
plication can be made possible by omitting the process-
ing at steps S15 and S16.
[0137] Thus, when the medal M is not discriminated
as the truth from comparison between the image to be
discriminated and the plurality of reference images, the
image to be discriminated is moved by the image move-
ment processor 167, and authenticity of the medal M is
discriminated by comparing the moved image to be dis-
criminated and the plurality of reference images. The pat-
tern of the medal M regarding the image to be discrimi-
nated moves relative to each of the plurality of reference
images according to the translation. Therefore, if the di-
rection and the movement amount in the translation are
appropriate, a position error of the pattern in the moved
image to be discriminated is corrected, and the position
error is removed or reduced. The plurality of reference
images is composed of the image corresponding to the
reference medal SM and images obtained by rotating the
image at a plurality of rotation angles different from one
another. Therefore, even if the pattern of the medal M is
rotated regarding the taken image, comparison with the
reference image having a rotation angle identical to or
close to the former rotation angle becomes possible.
Therefore, influences of both the rotation and the position
error of the pattern on the taken image (in other words,
the image to be discriminated) can be removed or re-
duced, so that discrimination accuracy can be increased.
[0138] Because the plurality of reference images is
prepared in advance, the processing time can be reduced
as compared with the case where the image to be dis-
criminated is rotated. Further, because the translation of
the image to be discriminated is achieved by only addition
or subtraction of the coordinate value, it can be performed
in a relatively short time. Therefore, the time required for
discrimination can be shortened and high-speed sorting
can be made possible.
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[0139] The discrimination of the moved image to be
discriminated is performed repeatedly while the direction
of the translation is changed. Therefore, correction of the
position error is optimized so that sorting accuracy is fur-
ther increased.
[0140] Further, in the discrimination of the moved im-
age to be discriminated, three rotation angles θm, θm -
θd, and θm + θd are specified from the plurality of rotation
angles θ according to the result of comparison between
the image to be discriminated before moved and the plu-
rality of reference images. The authenticity of the medal
M is judged according to comparison between the refer-
ence images corresponding to the specified three rota-
tion angles θm, θm - θd, and θm + θd and the moved
image to be discriminated. Therefore, since the number
of reference images to be compared with the moved im-
age to be discriminated is reduced, the time required for
discrimination can be further shortened. In other words,
the sorting is further made fast.
[0141] As described above, in the medal sorting device
100 according to one embodiment of the present inven-
tion, since a plurality of kinds of medals M different in
diameter can be sorted into true medals TM and false
medals FM easily with high accuracy, it is difficult to use
false medals FM such as medals of another shop or al-
tered medals so that an act of injustice can be prevented
securely. In addition, since high-speed operation is pos-
sible, the medal sorting device can be sufficiently accept-
ed in a Pachisuro machine in which medals M are slotted
continuously by a skilled player.
[0142] Incidentally, the present invention is not limited
to the above embodiment, but it may be modified vari-
ously. For example, in the above embodiment, the medal
for play has been explained as an example, but the
present invention can be applied to another kind of disk
such as a coin or a token. Even in this case, an effect
similar to that of the medal sorting device 100 can be
obtained and the present invention is effective for pre-
vention of an act of injustice.
[0143] Further, in this embodiment, the medal having
a concavo-convex pattern has been explained as the ex-
ample, but the present invention can also be applied to
a disk having a pattern formed by printing or the like.
[0144] The present invention can be utilized in such a
disk processing device as a game machine, an automatic
vending machine, or an adjusting machine, and it is suit-
able for a device treating a plurality of kinds of disks dif-
ferent in diameter.

Claims

1. A disk image acquiring device (100) comprising:

a guide (108) for guiding a peripheral surface of
a disk (M) moving in a predetermined direction
along a predetermined guide line (GL);
an imaging window (110) arranged approxi-

mately in parallel with one surface of the disk
(M) guided by the guide (108) and defining an
image-taking region on the one surface of the
disk (M) ;
a timing sensor to take images (111) having a
detection axis (DAL) traversing a moving direc-
tion of the disk (M) guided by the guide (108)
and outputting a timing signal (TS) as arrival of
the disk (M) at a predetermined position on the
imaging window (110) when the peripheral sur-
face of the disk (M) has been detected on the
detection axis (DAL); and
an imaging device (120) which takes an image
of the one surface of the disk (M) via the imaging
window (110) based upon the timing signal (TS)
outputted from the timing sensor to take images
(111);
characterised in that a bisector of an angle be-
tween the guide line (GL) and the detection axis
(DAL) as viewed from a direction orthogonal to
the imaging window (110) is utilized as a base
line (BL), and in that the imaging window (110)
is extended along the base line (BL), wherein
the center of the disk is positioned on said bi-
sector at the predetermined position.

2. The disk image acquiring device according to claim
1, wherein the shape of the imaging window (110)
is a rectangle having long sides (LS) and short sides
(SS), and the long sides (LS) of the rectangle are
approximately parallel with the base line (BL).

3. The disk image acquiring device according to claim
1 or 2,
wherein the imaging window (110) is approximately
symmetrical about the base line (BL) as viewed from
the direction orthogonal to the imaging window (110).

4. The disk image acquiring device according to any of
claims 1 to 3,
wherein the timing sensor to take images (111) com-
prises a photoelectric sensor (112), and a light axis
(LA) of the photoelectric sensor forms the detection
axis (DAL).

5. The disk image acquiring device according to any
one of claims 1 to 4,
wherein the imaging device (120) including:

a surface floodlight (130) arranged in parallel to
the imaging window (110) and projecting diffu-
sion light toward the imaging window (110);
a half mirror (122) disposed between the surface
floodlight (130) and the imaging window (110)
and allowing transmission of diffusion light from
the surface floodlight (130) toward the imaging
window (110) and reflecting reflected light from
the disk (M) opposed to the imaging window
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(110) toward a direction parallel to the imaging
window (110); and
an area image sensor (124) receiving reflected
light from the half mirror (122) to take an image
of the one surface of the disk (M) opposed to
the imaging window.

6. A disk image acquiring device according to any of
the preceding claims, further comprising:

a discriminating device (140) which compares a
taken image acquired by the imaging device
(120) with a predetermined reference image to
make judgement about authenticity of the disk;
and
a sorting device (106) which sorts the disk (M)
into truth or false based upon the discrimination
result obtained by the discriminating device
(140) in order to form a disk sorting device.

Patentansprüche

1. Bildaufnahmevorrichtung (100) für Scheiben, auf-
weisend:

eine Führung (108) zum Führen einer Umfangs-
fläche einer Scheibe (M), die sich in eine vorbe-
stimmte Richtung entlang einer vorbestimmten
Führungslinie (GL) bewegt;
ein Aufnahmefenster (110), das annähernd pa-
rallel zu einer Oberfläche der Scheibe (M), die
durch die Führung (108) geführt wird, angeord-
net ist, und einen Bild-Aufnahmebereich auf der
einen Oberfläche der Scheibe (M) definiert;
einen Zeitsensor zum Aufnehmen von Bildern
(111), der eine Erfassungsachse (DAL) auf-
weist, die eine Bewegungsrichtung der Scheibe
(M), die durch die Führung (108) geführt wird,
überspannt, und ein Zeitsignal (TS) beim An-
kommen der Scheibe (M) an einer vorbestimm-
ten Position in dem Aufnahmefenster (110) aus-
gibt, wenn die Umfangsfläche der Scheibe (M)
auf der Erfassungsachse (DAL) erfasst wurde,
und
eine Abbildungsvorrichtung (120), die ein Bild
der einen Oberfläche der Scheibe (M) via dem
Aufnahmefenster (110) basierend auf dem Zeit-
signal (TS), das von dem Zeitsensor ausgege-
ben wurde, aufnimmt, um Bilder (111) aufzuneh-
men;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
eine Winkelhalbierende eines Winkels zwi-
schen der Führungslinie (GL) und der Erfas-
sungsachse (DAL), gesehen aus einer Richtung
orthogonal zu dem Aufnahmefenster (110), als
eine Basislinie (BL) verwendet wird, und dass
sich das Aufnahmefenster (110) entlang der Ba-

sislinie (BL) erstreckt, wobei der Mittelpunkt der
Scheibe auf der Winkelhalbierenden an der vor-
bestimmten Position angeordnet ist.

2. Bildaufnahmevorrichtung für Scheiben gemäß An-
spruch 1,
wobei die Gestalt des Aufnahmefensters (110) ein
Rechteck mit langen Seiten (LS) und kurzen Seiten
(SS) ist, und die langen Seiten (LS) des Rechtecks
annähernd parallel zu der Basislinie (BL) sind.

3. Bildaufnahmevorrichtung für Scheiben gemäß An-
spruch 1 oder 2,
wobei das Aufnahmefenster (110) annähernd sym-
metrisch zu der Basislinie (BL) ist, gesehen aus der
Richtung orthogonal zu dem Aufnahmefenster
(110).

4. Bildaufnahmevorrichtung für Scheiben gemäß ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3,
wobei der Zeitsensor zum Aufnehmen von Bildern
(111) einen fotoelektrischen Sensor (112) aufweist,
und eine Lichtachse (LA) des fotoelektrischen Sen-
sors die Erfassungsachse (DAL) bildet.

5. Bildaufnahmevorrichtung für Scheiben gemäß ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4,
wobei die Aufnahmevorrichtung (120) aufweist:

einen Oberflächenscheinwerfer (130), der par-
allel zu dem Aufnahmefenster (110) angeordnet
ist und diffuses Licht auf das Aufnahmefenster
(110) wirft;
einen halbdurchlässigen Spiegel (122), der zwi-
schen dem Oberflächenscheinwerfer (130) und
dem Aufnahmefenster (110) angeordnet ist, und
Transmission von diffusem Licht aus dem Ober-
flächenscheinwerfer (130) zu dem Aufnahme-
fenster (110) erlaubt, und von der Scheibe (M),
die dem Aufnahmefenster (110) gegenüber-
liegt, reflektiertes Licht zu einer Richtung paral-
lel zu dem Aufnahmefenster (110) reflektiert;
und
einen Bildflächensensor (124), der von dem
halbdurchlässigen Spiegel (122) reflektiertes
Licht empfängt, um ein Bild von der einen Ober-
fläche der Scheibe (M) aufzunehmen, die dem
Aufnahmefenster gegenüberliegt.

6. Bildaufnahmevorrichtung für Scheiben gemäß ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, des Weiteren
aufweisend:

einer Unterscheidungsvorrichtung (140), die ein
von der Aufnahmevorrichtung (120) aufgenom-
menes Bild mit einem vorbestimmten Referenz-
bild vergleicht, um über die Echtheit der Scheibe
zu entscheiden; und
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eine Sortiervorrichtung (106), welche die Schei-
ben (M) nach echt und unecht sortiert, basierend
auf dem von der Unterscheidungsvorrichtung
(140) bezogenen Unterscheidungsergebnis,
um eine Scheiben-Sortiervorrichtung auszubil-
den.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’acquisition d’image disque (100)
comprenant :

un guide (108) destiné à guider une surface pé-
riphérique d’un disque (M) se déplaçant dans
une direction prédéterminée suivant une ligne
de guidage prédéterminée (GL) ;
une fenêtre d’imagerie (110) agencée sensible-
ment parallèlement à une première surface du
disque (M) guidé par le guide (108) et définissant
une zone d’acquisition d’image sur la première
surface du disque (M) ;
un capteur de synchronisation destiné à prendre
des images (111) présentant un axe de détec-
tion (DAL) traversant une direction de déplace-
ment du disque (M) guidé par le guide (108) et
délivrant un signal de synchronisation (TS) à
l’arrivée du disque (M) à une position prédéter-
minée sur la fenêtre d’imagerie (110) lorsque la
surface périphérique du disque (M) a été détec-
tée sur l’axe de détection (DAL) ; et
un dispositif d’imagerie (120) qui prend une ima-
ge de la première surface du disque (M) à travers
la fenêtre d’imagerie (110) sur la base du signal
de synchronisation (TS) délivré par le capteur
de synchronisation afin de prendre des images
(111) ;
caractérisé en ce qu’une bissectrice d’un angle
formé entre la ligne de guidage (GL) et l’axe de
détection (DAL) tel que vue suivant une direction
orthogonale à la fenêtre d’imagerie (110) est uti-
lisée en tant que ligne de base (BL), et en ce
que la fenêtre d’imagerie (110) s’étend le long
de la ligne de base (BL), dans lequel le centre
du disque est positionné sur ladite bissectrice à
la position prédéterminée.

2. Dispositif d’acquisition d’image disque selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel la forme de la fenêtre
d’imagerie (110) est un rectangle comportant des
côtés longs (LS) et des côtés courts (SS), et les côtés
longs (LS) du rectangle sont sensiblement parallèles
à la ligne de base (BL).

3. Dispositif d’acquisition d’image disque selon la re-
vendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel la fenêtre d’imagerie
(110) est sensiblement symétrique par rapport à la
ligne de base (BL) telle que vue depuis la direction

orthogonale à la fenêtre d’imagerie (110).

4. Dispositif d’acquisition d’image disque selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 3,
dans lequel le capteur de synchronisation destiné à
prendre des images (111) comprend un capteur pho-
toélectrique (112), et un axe optique (LA) du capteur
photoélectrique forme l’axe de détection (DAL).

5. Dispositif d’acquisition d’image disque selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 4,
dans lequel le dispositif d’imagerie (120) comporte :

un projecteur de surface (130) agencé parallè-
lement à la fenêtre d’imagerie (110) et projetant
une lumière diffuse vers la fenêtre d’imagerie
(110) ;
un miroir semi-transparent (122) disposé entre
le projecteur de surface (130) et la fenêtre d’ima-
gerie (110) et permettant la transmission de la
lumière diffuse à partir du projecteur de surface
(130) vers la fenêtre d’imagerie (110) et réflé-
chissant la lumière réfléchie par le disque (M)
opposé à la fenêtre d’imagerie (110) vers une
direction parallèle à la fenêtre d’imagerie (110) ;
et
un capteur d’image de zone (124) recevant la
lumière réfléchie par le miroir semi-transparent
(122) afin de prendre une image de la première
surface du disque (M) opposée à la fenêtre
d’imagerie.

6. Dispositif d’acquisition d’image disque selon l’une
quelconque des revendications, comprenant en
outre :

un dispositif de discrimination (140) qui compare
une image prise, acquise par le dispositif d’ima-
gerie (120) à une image de référence prédéter-
minée afin de réaliser une détermination au sujet
de l’authenticité du disque ; et
un dispositif de tri (106) qui départage le disque
(M) en vrai ou faux, sur la base du résultat de
discrimination obtenu par le dispositif de discri-
mination (140) en vue de former un dispositif de
tri de disque.
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